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The eG Monitor for Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization
- eG Monitor for VM
Infrastrukturen
- eG VDI Monitor
- Citrix XenServer Monitor

For cloud computing to be successful, performance assurance is paramount.
Users of cloud-based services expect the same performance experience as if
these services were hosted in their corporate network.

- Microsoft Hyper-V Monitor

eG Innovations enables success of your cloud initiatives by delivering
performance assurance, user satisfaction, and rapid ROI. eG Enterprise is the
- Citrix XenApp Monitor
first solution that automates and accelerates cloud performance
- Solaris LDoms Server Monitor
management, providing total performance visibility across all tiers and all
- eG Monitor for Red Hat EV
layers of the distributed cloud ecosystem. The eG Enterprise suite delivers
- Cloud Monitor
performance management for organizations moving to the cloud from three
important perspectives: the deployment perspective, the cloud consumer perspective, and the cloud provider
perspective. More>>
- Citrix XenDesktop Monitor

Award Winning Cloud Performance Solution
EMA ranks eG Innovations as a cloud performance management leader
based on its product architecture, deep integration, ease of
administration, deployment and cost advantages. Specifically, eG
Innovations has been recognized as the management software vendor
with the “Best Private Cloud Coverage” for its superior private cloud
management capabilities and very strong support for virtualized
environments.
eG Innovations also earned EMA’s “Value Leader” distinction among
11 management software vendors providing a multi-component APM
solution.
This award is based on multiple functional capabilities, including:
 Comprehensive Virtualization Coverage: eG Innovations supports
monitoring, diagnosis and reporting for VMware vSphere, Citrix
XenServer, Microsoft Hyper-V, Microsoft Virtual Server 2005, Solaris LDOMs, Solaris Containers, AIX
LPARs, Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization (RHEV) and Oracle VirtualBox.
 Patented Virtualization / Cloud-aware Correlation & Root Cause Diagnosis: Automatically correlates
across metrics from different tiers to identify and fix issues before users call. eG Innovations’ correlation
supports the dynamic inter-dependencies, such as VMware vMotions, that come with private clouds and
provides deep visibility where traditional tools have limitations.
 Universal Agent Technology: Contributes to cost and administration efficiency and delivers maximum
deployment flexibility. A single agent is capable of monitoring over 150 applications, 10 different
operating systems, and 9 different virtualization platforms.
 “In-N-Out” Virtual Infrastructure Monitoring: Delivers both depth and breadth of insight into virtual
application performance, a critical criterion for rapid and accurate diagnosis of performance problems.

It is the only solution that provides both an outside view of a VM indicating the hypervisor’s physical
resources used by a VM and an inside view of the VM indicating which application(s) and user(s) of the
VM are causing the resource usage.
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